The effect of the exchange interaction on the vibrational properties and on the electronphonon coupling were investigated in several recent works. In most of the case, exchange tends to enhance the electron-phonon interaction, although the motivations for such behaviour are not completely understood. Here we consider the class of weakly doped two-dimensional multivalley semiconductors and we demonstrate that a more global picture emerges. In particular we show that in these systems, at low enough doping, even a moderate electron-electron interaction enhances the response to any perturbation inducing a valley polarization. If the valley polarization is due to the electron-phonon coupling, the electron-electron interaction results in an enhancement of the superconducting critical temperature. We demonstrate the applicability of the theory by performing random phase approximation and first principles calculations in transition metal chloronitrides. We find that exchange is responsible for the enhancement of the superconducting critical temperature in Li x ZrNCl and that much larger T c s could be obtained in intercalated HfNCl if the synthesis of cleaner samples could remove the Anderson insulating state competing with superconductivity.
Introduction
Calculations of superconducting properties of materials require the knowledge of the electronic structure, the vibrational spectrum and a good description of the electron-phonon interaction. In state-of-the-art electronic structure approaches, density functional perturbation theory 1, 2) with local functionals (local density approximation or generalized gradient approx-imation) is used. However, recently it has been shown that in several case the treatment of the electron-electron interaction in this framework is unsatisfactory and it becomes necessary to include a certain amount of exact exchange in the calculations. This is often the case in 2D
or layered systems with weak Van der Waals out-of-plane interactions such as Graphene, 3, 4) transition metal chloronitrides [5] [6] [7] [8] or transition metal dichalcogenides. 9) However, enhancement of the electron-phonon coupling due to the electron-electron interaction has also been shown to occur in diamond 10) and in molecules like C 60 in gas phase. 11, 12) Despite all these recent calculations, there is not a clear understanding of when and why in a given system the exchange interaction or, more generally, the electron-electron interaction has important consequences for the electron-phonon coupling.
In the special case of a weakly doped multivalley two dimensional semiconductor, a more general picture of why the electron-electron interaction has important consequences in the renormalization of the electron-phonon coupling and of vibrational properties has been developed. [5] [6] [7] It relies on the general fact that at weak doping (few electrons/holes per valley) manybody effects enhance the response to any perturbation inducing a valley polarization. A physical realization of a multivalley 2D electron gas are Al/AS quantum wells. It has been
shown that in this case a strain deformation acts as a pseudo magnetic field inducing a valley polarization , as it was shown in Ref. 13) Another form of a pseudo-magnetic field could be an intervalley phonon, namely a phonon with a momentum coupling two different valleys, inducing a change in the occupation of the valleys. In this case the pseudo magnetic field is simply the modulus of the deformation potential associated to this vibration. In all case, the response to the pseudo magnetic field is enhanced by the electron-electron interaction.
This effect can be justified by using a model Hamiltonian with SU(2g v ) valley-spin symmetry, [14] [15] [16] with g v being the number of valleys. This symmetry enforces the constrain that the interacting spin and valleys susceptibilities must be identical. As the spin susceptibility is enhanced by manybody effects in the low doping limit, 15) the same must occurs to the valley susceptibility. In real systems, the SU(2g v ) symmetry holds for an isotropic mass tensor and at low doping. Indeed in this case, the Fermi momentum κ F , as measured from the valley bottom, is much smaller than the valley separation and, consequently, the intravalley electron-electron interaction dominates over the intervalley one. This will be shown in more details in sec. 2.
A class of systems where these assumptions hold are the transition metal chloronitrides (examples are HfNCl and ZrNCl) that are semiconductors crystallizing in hexagonal structures and having almost perfect parabolic conduction bands at the high symmetry points K and 2K. The interlayer interaction is extremely weak so that intercalation leads to an almost perfect realization of a 2D multivalley electron-gas. 5, 17) Intercalation with alkali metals or alkaline earths induces a metal insulator transition at doping ranging from x = 0.05 to x = 0.14, depending on the system. In the metallic state and at low temperature a superconducting state occurs with T c that can be as high as 25K. [18] [19] [20] [21] The behaviour of T c versus doping is very peculiar as T c decreases with increasing doping, in contrast with their doping independent density of states (2D parabolic bands). 20) We will show in the sections below that this anomalous behaviour is due to the fact that the exchange interaction enhances the electron-phonon coupling in the low doping limit.
Spin and valley susceptibilities in a 2D multivalley electron gas
We consider a two dimensional multivalley electron gas composed by an isolated band partially filled with electrons, namely
where v = 1, ..., g v is a valley index with g v being the valley degeneracy, σ = ± is a spin index and c,c † are fermion creation and destruction operators. The vector κ is measured from the bottom of each valley. In two dimensions, the Fourier transform of the electron-electron interaction within this band reads
where q is the exchanged momentum between the two interacting electrons, and the effect of the screening of other (empty) conduction and (filled) valence bands is included via the environmental dielectric constant ǫ M . The electron-electron interaction has two contributions:
(i) The intravalley scattering with q ∼ κ F ( κ F being the Fermi momentum measured from the valley bottom).
(ii) The intervalley scattering with q ∼ |K − K ′ | = |K| where K and K ′ = 2K are the positions of the valley bottoms in the Brillouin zone.
The intravalley contribution conserves the valley index of the electrons while the intervalley contribution does not.
In the low doping limit, namely for κ F ≪ |K − K ′ |, because of the divergence of the Coulomb repulsion for q → 0, the intravalley scattering is dominant and the intervalley scattering can be neglected. Under this hypothesis, the valley and spin index are conserved by the Coulomb interaction. The valley index can then be treated as a pseudospin and the manybody Hamiltonian has exact SU(2g v ) spin and valley symmetry, namely (see e. g. Eq.
3.35 of Ref. 14) )
The Hamiltonian in Eq. 3 holds as long as (i) the screening of the other bands can be included in the environmental dielectric constant, (ii) intervalley scattering can be neglected. If these two conditions are satisfied, then it holds regardless of the number of valleys and of their position in the Brillouin zone.
As the Hamiltonian in Eq. 3 has exact SU(2g v ) spin and valley symmetry, it follows that:
where the relation holds both for the interacting and non interacting susceptibilities. As a consequence, the knowledge of the interacting spin susceptibility is equivalent to the determination of the interacting valley susceptibility. In the absence of electron-electron interaction , with n being the electron-density .
The interacting spin susceptibility for a two dimensional two valley electron-gas has been calculated in detail Ref. 15) The results of this calculation are reported in Fig. 1 . As it can be seen the Hartree Fock (HF) approximation leads to strongly divergent susceptibilities already at fairly low values of r s , with the two valley case more divergent than the one valley case.
This means that the exchange interaction leads to a magnetic solution. The Random Phase Approximation (RPA) removes the divergence, reduces the magnitude of the interacting spin susceptibility with respect to the HF case and leads to a smaller χ s for the 2 valley electrongas, in contrast to the HF result. The inclusion of correlation effects with the most accurate Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) technique shows that correlation tends to reduce the exchangeinduced enhancement in χ S /χ 0s . Finally, it can be seen that for a 2 valley electron gas and r s < 2, the RPA is an excellent approximation to the QMC results. As of Eq. 4, the same enhancement must occur in χ v . In Fig. 2 we plot the interacting spin susceptibility for a two valley 2D electron-gas within the RPA (see supplemental materials of 5) for more details), using relevant parameters for ZrNCl and HfNCl compounds. [5] [6] [7] As it can be seen the spin susceptibility is enhanced at low doping and large r s =
with respect to the dopingindependent bare (non interacting) susceptibility. The enhancement is entirely due due to the electron-electron interaction. The enhancement of the spin susceptibility at low doping has been measured in Li x ZrNCl 20) and it is in perfect agreement with RPA.
5)
3. Electronic and vibrational properties of intercalated (Zr,Hf)NCl
Crystal structure
The primitive unit cell of intercalated (Zr,Hf)NCl has rhombohedral structure (space group R3m, number 166) with 2 formula units per unit cell. It can also be constructed by a conventional cell of hexagonal structure with 6 formula units per cell with ABC stacking. It has been shown that the weak interlayer interaction, 5, 17, [22] [23] [24] makes the stacking order negligible so that simulations with an hexagonal structure and AAA stacking (space group number 164) an 2 formula units unit cell leads to the same results.
Electronic structure
The electronic structure of intercalated (Zr,Hf)NCl using local functionals has been calculated by many authors. 5-8, 17, 25, 26) The general agreement is that the charge transfer from alkali metals is complete and it acts as a rigid doping, so that it is appropriate to simulate these systems by using a uniform background doping. This has been explicitly verified both for the electronic and vibrational properties. 17) Under this assumption, the electronic structure calculated using the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) approximation is shown in Fig. 3 (top) . There are two parabolic bands at special points K and K ′ = 2K of the Brillouin zone (BZ). The degree of trigonal warping is low and it increases by increasing doping, as shown in the Fermi surface projection on the k x , k y plane in Fig. 4 . The effective mass of the band, in the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) within the PBE parametrization 27) , is very close in the two compounds and weakly doping dependent. More details are given in Refs.
6, 7)
The static HF exchange interaction can be included in the electronic structure calculation by using different flavour of hybrid functionals, as shown in Fig. 3 (bottom) . Beside increasing the gap between valence and conduction band, the main effect of the exchange interaction is to slightly reduce the effective mass of the band (m * ). 
Vibrational properties and electron-phonon interaction
The phonon dispersions of Li x (Zr,Hf)NCl at the doping fraction of x = 2/9 calculated using Wannier interpolation as in Ref. 28) are shown in for Li x (Zr,Hf)NCl at x = 1/9. The intervalley contribution to α 2 F(ω) and λ(ω) are also shown.
The electron-phonon coupling of a given mode ν at a phonon-momentum q reads:
where ǫ k is the quasiparticle energy of the partially occupied band. The electron-phonon matrix elements are defined such thatd ν k,k+q = k|δṼ/δu qν |k + q , u qν is the phonon displacement of the mode ω qν , andṼ is the single particle potential that is fully screened by charge, spin, and valley exchange and correlation effects (see Eq. 2 in Ref. 5) for more details). In the standard implementation of GGA/LDA functionals, there is no screening due to valley exchange effects andṼ is simply the Kohn-Sham potential calculated with this approximation
The contribution of each mode to the electron-phonon interaction is better understood by looking at the Eliashberg function, namely:
and the integralλ(ω) = 2
We first calculate the electron-phonon interaction and the Eliashberg function using the coupling is represented for the two systems in Fig. 6 . The total electron-phonon coupling is almost twice as large in Li x HfNCl than in Li x ZrNCl. This is mostly due to the increased intervalley electron-phonon interaction for the former compound. The intravalley coupling is roughly the same in both compounds.
As the band structures for the two compounds are very similar, the enhancement of the intervalley electron-phonon coupling is not due to a band structure effect, but it is partly due the larger deformation potential for intervalley phonons in HfNCl and partly due to the softening of the main peaks of the intervalley Eliashberg function in HfNCl and the consequent dependence ω −2 in λ inter .
Given the dominant role of the intervalley electron-phonon interaction, it is interesting to show the displacement pattern of these phonon modes and its effect on the electronic structure. For this reason, we consider a √ 3 × √ 3 supercell and we displace the atoms according to the patterns of the intervalley phonons generating the most prominent peaks in the intervalley Eliashberg function. We then calculate the electronic structure and Fermi surface for the displaced and undisplaced atomic configurations. There are several intervalley phonon modes contributing to α 2 F(ω), both at low energy and high energy. As they have qualitatively similar effects on the electronic structure, we just show in Fig. 7 (a,b) the action of the twofold degenerate high-energy mode mostly involving N vibrations.
The effect of intervalley vibrations on the electronic structure is to induce an unbalance in the occupation of the two valleys, as shown in Fig.7 . This means that each intervalley phonon acts as a pseudo magnetic field on the valley degrees of freedom. In more details, if we assume a constant intravalley electron-phonon matrix element (|d
, the action of a small phonon displacement u Kν on the electronic structure can be described by the following one body Hamiltonian in the basis formed by the 2-component spinors |K + κ and |2K + κ , with κ = k − K:
whereÎ andσ x are the 2 × 2 identity and the Pauli matrix along the x-direction, respectively,
|u Kν /µ S As it happens in the magnetic case for χ s , the response to the pseudo magnetic field, χ v , is enhanced by the intervalley exchange-correlation, as predicted by Eq. 4. This effect is however absent in our DFT calculation, due to the lack of dependence of the exchange correlation functional on intervalley densities (see Supplemental of 5) for more details), but it is normally present in hybrid-functional calculations via the dependence of the exact exchange on electronic wavefunctions. 6, 7) As the total magnetization due to the pseudo magnetic field B ν ext is written either as M = χ s B ν ext or as M = χ 0s B ν , where now B ν is the total magnetic field, sum of the external plus the exchange-correlation field, we have,
namely the electron-phonon coupling at q = K is renormalized by the electron-electron interaction exactly in the same way as the spin susceptibility with an enhancement that is independent from the phonon index ν. Assuming again a constant intervalley matrix element we
so thatλ = λ intra +λ inter . Thus the total electron-phonon interaction is enhanced in a way that is proportional to the ratio between the fully interacting valley susceptibility and the non interacting one. The occurrence of this effect in ZrNCl and HfNCl can be explicitly verified by using hybrid functional calculations with different components of exact exchange. 6, 7) In the framework of our RPA model we can just renormalize the intervalley electron-phonon interaction with the ration of the χ s /χ 0s in Fig. 1 . 
Conclusions
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